Fish Match

Number of players: 1 or more

What you need: red, blue, yellow, and green game pieces (four of each); paper; and crayons

How to play:

► Draw the following on your paper: a red \textit{m}, a blue \textit{s}, a yellow \textit{h}_\text{—}, and a green \textit{a}.

► Read each of the words on the fish.

► Put a red game piece on all the words that start with \textit{m}.

► Put a blue game piece on all the words that start with \textit{s}.

► Put a yellow game piece on all the words that start with \textit{h}_\text{—}.

► Put a green game piece on all the words that start with \textit{a}.
Fish Match

- mast
- ham
- hat
- has
- am
- sat
- hats
- mats
- at